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This powerful series follows Amy Fleming through the loss of her mother and her struggle to
continue the work at Heartland-a refuge for abused and abandoned horses.

Amy Fleming is a talented young rider and horse trainer whose mother recently died while trying
to rescue an abandoned stallion. Amy's mom was a famous horse trainer who founded
Heartland, a horse-training center for abused, neglected, and problem horses. In the weeks
following her mother's death, Amy, her older sister Lou, and their grandpa try to cope with the
sudden loss of the woman who was the heart of Heartland, but they're overwhelmed by the
pressures of running the horse farm while dealing with their grief. Fifteen-year-old Amy focuses
on training Spartan, the horse she and her mom were trying to rescue, and achieves spectacular
results as he turns out to be a talented jumper. Lou tries to take over the business side of the
farm, but Amy fights every change she tries to make, even though Heartland needs Lou's
guidance and business sense to survive. Over the course of the summer, Amy and Lou learn to
respect each other's talents and contributions, and they strike a new balance that will enable
Heartland to continue its work of "healing horses, healing hearts."Horse lovers who liked the
movie The Horse Whisperer will appreciate the descriptions of training methods and alternative
therapies used at Heartland. Young readers who enjoy the Saddle Club, Pine Hollow, and
Thoroughbred series of horse stories will also like the Heartland series, which began with
Coming Home. (Ages 8 to 12) --Marcie BovetzAbout the AuthorLAUREN BROOKE lives outside
London in an old English farmhouse. She divides her time between writing and mucking out the
stalls of her two horses. In addition to writing the twenty-four Heartland books, Lauren is the
author of the Chestnut Hill series.
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Carolyn, “Follows close to the tv series. I scanned this book first as it was a gift to a young girl in
a difficult situation. She loves horses and has enjoyed reading the two books in this series I
ordered. I will order more for her as it helps her to adjust to her situation.”

al, “A Good Buy. This Series of Books, Heartland, are a joy to read at every age. Especially good
for young people.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I'm a fan of this series!. I love this series and also the Canadian TV show
that is based off of these books! I enjoy the story line and that she uses alternative medicine and
herbs to work with horses to help them recover from trauma and loss. Although this is just a
story, many people in the world are doing several things that Amy, the main character, does in
this series and have seen great success in healing horses.”

R H H, “Five Stars. Got this for my wife and she loves it. I'll be buying her more books from this
series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. It was in good shape for the price”

Smokey, “Four Stars. Nice book.  Watch the show”

Alcott Fan, “Great series for all to read.. Great book. This entire heartland series is a great series
for young and old alike.”

Sue K.B., “a cosy read - for horse lovers and sensitive people!. Bought for daughter and she
enjoys this series.  'A cosy read'.  Intend buying more in the series.”

C. Cencig, “Good condition book. It was a gift. Good condition book, I'm sure the story is decent
too.”

The book by Aliki has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 186 people have provided feedback.
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